where +B = ~P l ' / 4 , +? = ~l y 1 ' / 4 are half the cross-phase modulation angles. Comparison of Eqs. (1) and (2) show that we can improve the overall sensitivity. If we assume to have photodetectors with q = 90% we can improve the detection of squeezing to 20 dB with cross phase shifts of 2& = 2+? = 8, which is well in the experimentally accessible range. Furthermore, the implementation of this scheme is not prevented by self-phase modulation as it occurs in silica fibers. A possible experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2 . The first Sagnac loop generates the squeezed radiation as demonstrated by Bergman, Shirasaki, and Haus"' and the second Sagnac loop is the self-balanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer for the QND twin beam detection. The pump used for the squeezing experiment is fully recovered and can be reused for the homodyne detection. The analysis of this arrangement gives for the measured normalized quadrature fluctuations in the limit IPKI c< 1 but IPI' >> 1 Note that in a fiber the cross-phase modulation is twice as strong as the selfphase modulation, thus the phase shifts defined above are now precisely the selfphase shifts in the corresponding interferometer arms. As a result of self-phase modulation we obtain an additional term that increases proportional to the self- The strong coupling of an atom to the field of a high-finesse optical cavity can be exploited to achieve conditional dynamics at the single photon level, synthesize arbitrary quantum states of the intracavity field, and trap and localize atoms via continuous quantum measurement. The principles of quantum mechanics allow one to measure many times a single observable of a quantum system. However, the first precise measurement, which can be regarded as preparing the system in a well-defined eigenstate of the measured observable, introduces uncertainties in some observable of the system. This "measurement noise" may usually come back to the measured quantity, preventing one to retrieve the result initially found. In a back-action evading (BAE) measurement, the fluctuations resulting from the coupling between the system and the measurement apparatus are kept into an observable that is conjugated with the measured quantity.' This strategy is termed quantum nondemolition (QND). Quantitative criteria have been developed for evaluating the efficiency of a given experimental setup as a BAE measurement device. The first quantity to look at is the correlation between the two outputs of the measurement system (signal and meter), which characterizes the device ability for quantum state preparation (QSP). This correlation can be measured through the conditional variance VslM of the signal output S, given the measurement M VSIM c 1, where 1 is the signal shot-noise level, indicating nonclassical operation, while the ideal limit of perfect QSP would be VSlM = 0. Other important quantities are the signal-tonoise ratio transfer coefficients Ts and Tw which quantify respectively the transfer of the input signal beam toward the output signal and meter: Ts + TM larger than 1, up to the maximum of 2, can only be obtained using a phase-sensitive device.
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Though some previously published experiments have performances that are good enough for QND, a f u l l demonshation of the QND principle through repeated measurements is still missing. Indeed, as expressed many times, the key feature is repeatability-once is not enough! .=
We report here repeated BAE experiments that clearly demonstrate all QND features for repeated measurements. An important feature is that each of the two BAE setups, based on pulsed type-II parametric amplifiers, also have performances that are the best achieved so far, and therefore make this demonstration more convincing. The conditional variance of the signal at the output of the first device given the measurement is VslM = 1.8 dB below the shot noise, and the signal-to-noise ratio transfer coefficient is Ts + T M = 1.34. The conditional variance of the final signal given the first device measurement is also V,,, = 1.8 dB below the shot noise and the normalized correlation between the two meter outputs is 0.3. These figures are clearly in the quantum regime; they constitute a full demonstration of the quantum nondemolition (QND) principle as well as a demonstration of a noiseless optical bus.' The gain on information after BAE repeated incomplete measurements will be also &- 
